
PIZZA PEEL 
LISTING TITLE: 

 

Lorrenzetti Bamboo Pizza Peel. Easily Slide Pizzas Into Your Oven. 19.7" x 11.8” Large Paddle. 
Beveled Edge For Smooth Grip. Made With Non Split, Anti Bacterial, Ethically Sourced Bamboo. 

 
BULLETS: 
 

● NO SPLITTING, CRACKING OR WARPING. Moisture absorption is an enemy of any 
wood product. Good thing Lorrenzetti’s Natural Bamboo Pizza Peel is essential oil-
finished, inhibiting moisture, and thus preventing wood grain contraction/expansion. 
When used and cared for properly, you can delight in lots more pizza nights with your 
Lorrenzetti Bamboo Pizza Peel! 

● GERM-FREE. Thanks to “bamboo kun”, you can now feast – worry free – on Delicious 
AND Clean homemade pizza! An anti-microbial agent naturally present in bamboo, 
this bamboo kun ensures you get to enjoy your best pizza minus the “extra 
ingredients”. 

● EASY TO USE. Lorrenzetti Bamboo Pizza Peel’s tapered edges allow you easy sliding 
under pizza dough for quick, one-stroke pizza preparation. Promptly scoop that 
dough off the table and into your oven, get that pizza done, and don’t miss a hearty 
conversation with your family! 

● PERFECT SIZE. With a 19.6 x 12 x 0.6-inch paddle, you won’t have to twist and tilt just 
to have that pizza dough make it into your oven. You’re not in some tae-bo class that 
you need to twist and bend like that, are you? 

● NICE, SECURE GRIP. Our bamboo pizza peeler has contoured handle design that 
ensures not only an easy, but a secure grip as well. Talk about make or break – 
literally! An awkward grip can very well determine whether that pizza’s ending up in 
the oven, or flat on the floor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

DESCRIPTION: 

See, affordable price and beauty is not always everything. Toss in Durability and Functionality 
and, viola! Now THAT’S value for money. In one word – LORRENZETTI. 

 

OIL FINISHED, TRIPLE-LAYER, MULTI-DIRECTIONAL REINFORCED BAMBOO  

This 4-part combo ensures you get a durable tool. Bamboo’s tensile strength is a given; a 
triple layer gives you 3x of that strength; the multi-directional manner of layering furthers 
that compounded strength; and the oil finish seals everything off from moisture. 

Pizza peels that split, crack or warp in only a few uses are just not something that offers value 
for your hard-earned money. 

NATURALLY HARD AND ANTI-MICROBIAL  

Lorrenzetti Pizza Peel contains that natural anti-microbial agent called “bamboo kun”, making 
it NATURALLY antibacterial, antifungal and odor resistant. The natural structure of bamboo 
woods also make it possible for our pizza peel to prevent deep knife grooves – a potential 
germ breeding ground. 

19.6 X 12 X 0.6-INCH PADDLE  

Thanks to Lorrenzetti Bamboo Pizza Peel, getting that pizza in and out of the oven is as easy 
as 1, 2, 3. With that perfect fit, preparation is easier, so it won’t be long before you’ll be 
chomping at that warm, chewy, savory pizza. 

TAPERED EDGES  

Dish out pizza a lot quicker with Lorrenzetti Bamboo Pizza Peel’s tapered edge feature. The 
contours are sensibly designed and made so that sliding beneath that pizza dough is a breeze. 

When everybody’s excited for pizza, you got to have that pizza. And, like, fast! So, grab your 
Lorrenzetti Bamboo Pizza Peel, lest all the excitement be gone yonder and come to pass. ☺ 

CONTOURED HANDLE DESIGN  

Our pizza peel’s contoured design ensures a secure, and at the same time, comfortable grip. 
You’re trying to bake pizza, not PLAY catch that pizza! This time, your pizza is literally in good 
hands. 

 



PIZZA CUTTER 
LISTING TITLE: 
 
Lorrenzetti Pizza Cutter and Wheel in One. Commercial and Industrial Stainless Steel Chopper 
Lets You Cut Pizza Like a Pro. Best Alternative for Plastic Cutters and Mezzaluna Slicer for Your 
Pizza Kit 
 
 
 
BULLETS: 
 
SAVE TIME AND MONEY! Our heavy duty pizza cutters are designed for commercial, 
professional and home use. Our blades are extra sharp and large so you slice with one rocking 
motion. Tried and tested for durability, they will not rust no matter how many times you use it. 
This is the only pizza cutter you will need! 
 
CUT PIZZA LIKE A PRO! Our 14-inch pizza blade is made of high grade stainless steel so you can 
cut pizza crust or cookie evenly and effortlessly on your pizza stone. It's bigger and better than 
mini bike cutters. The ergonomic wooden handle gives you a firm, comfy grip so pizza-making is 
made fun and easy.  
 
EASY TO CLEAN! Simply wash in warm soapy water and you'll have your Lorenzetti Pizza Cutter 
ready for your next pizza-making adventure. No more soaking before scrubbing. It's easier to 
clean than hand held bicycle cutters! 
 
KEEP YOUR FAMILY SAFE! Our stainless steel blades will not rust so your family is safe. Don't 
settle for a second rate chopper with low quality blades or cheap wood parts that could 
contaminate your food! 
 
STORE EASILY! Conveniently store your heavy-duty pizza cutter after using with its hollowed-
out blade corner. Simply hang it from the wall or ceiling mounted hook.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
Cut pizza like a pro! 
 
The Lorrenzetti Pizza Cutter is designed for professional chefs, cooking hobbyists and anyone 
who wants to make pizza with ease.  
 
Here's a problem you face right now: low quality pizza cutters that not only give you uneven 
pizza but also make a mess in the kitchen. Don't worry, the Lorrenzetti Pizza Cutter is the 
solution you've been looking for! 
 
Our pizza cutters have an extra sharp, extra large 14-inch high grade stainless steel blade that 
lets you slice across piza with one rocking motion. Unlike commerical wheel cutters you don't 
have to worry about toppings getting stuck to your pizza blade when slicing with our blades.  
 
Pizza-making should be fun, delicious and safe! Our blades are durable and will not rust easily 
so you don't have to worry about your food getting contaminated! Keep your safe family, don't 
settle for anything less than the best.  
 
Our cutter is designed to be ergonomic and easy to maintain. The 14-inch wooden handle 
allows for a firm, balanced and comfy grip so you don't strain your hands. Cleaning is super 
easy, too! Simply wash the Lorrenzetti Pizza Cutter in warm, soapy water and it's all set for your 
next pizza night.  
 
The Lorrenzetti Pizza Cutter works just as great as pizza cutters from more expensive brands 
like Checkered Chef, Precision Kitchenware, OXO, KitchenAid, Mozzbi and Culina. Get the same 
great quality for a significantly lower price!  
 
It's time to upgrade your pizza-making game! Buy your the Lorrenzetti Pizza Cutter now! 
 



PIZZA STONE 
LISTING TITLE: 

 

Lorrenzetti 16" Premium Pizza Stone for Baking Pizza in an Oven or BBQ Grill Like a Pro. Heat 
Retaining and Perfect For Deep Dish or Thin Crust Pizza 

 
 
BULLETS: 
 

● BAKE THE BEST PIZZA! Our pizza stone is kiln-fired, lead-free and designed to 
withstand extreme temperatures so you can cook like a professional chef. Try baking 
in a traditional stone oven to get that perfectly crispy crust without worries. The 
specially engineered heat core evenly distributes heat so every pizza slice is delicious. 

● GET MORE VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY! Our round pizza stones are great for 
commercial and home cooking. Use as a cookie sheet, bread pan or serving tray. It 
can withstand shifts in temperature so you can use it to serve pizza right off the 
microwave, toaster oven or gas BBQ grill without worries! 

● ENJOY FAMILY SIZED PIZZA! Our pizza stone comes in a 16" diameter surface so you 
can serve large family sized pizza at home or in any occasion. Plus, it is heat-retaining 
so you can keep the pizza warm and the toppings perfect even after taking it out of 
the even. 

● SAVE TIME AND MONEY! Our pizza stones are extra thick and durable. They can 
withstand high temp and don't break easily unlike most ceramic pizza stones. You 
don't have to buy a separate pizza tray because you can serve your pizza immediately 
on the pizza stone. 

● LESS MESS! The Lorrenzetti pizza stone is designed with 8 circular stone feet to 
ensure your pizza is set in place while grilling or baking. Now you don't have to worry 
about toppings falling off. Enjoy every bit and bite of your pizza slice! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
Enjoy the best pizza with the Lorrenzetti Pizza Stone! 
 
Do you love eating and making pizza? Then the Lorrenzetti Pizza Stone is what you need to 
make your pizza experience perfect! Like our other products – the pizza peel and pizza cutter – 
our pizza stone is designed for both commercial and home use, perfect for newbies and 
professional chefs! 
 
Make the perfect family sized pizza without the mess and without worries! Our pizza stone is 
made to withstand extreme temperatures so you don't have to worry about breaking or 
cracking when you cook it in a stone oven. It is also thicker than similar products and highly 
porous so it retains heat more effectively. It features 8 circular stone feet so the pizza stone 
stays in place, no more toppings falling off and no more messy kitchen!  
 
Serve all kinds of piza from thin crust to grilled pizza and even glazed pastry! The Lorrenzetti 
Pizza Stone is not just for making pizza! It can be used as a bread pan, cookie sheet or even a 
serving tray. It is heat-retaining, too, so you can keep pizza warm even after taking it out of the 
oven.  
 
The Lorrenzetti Pizza Stone works just as well as pizza stones from more expensive brands like 
Breville, Pizzacraft, Old Stone Oven, Cuisinart and Wilton. Enjoy the same great quality for 
lesser price!  
 
Buy the Lorrenzetti Pizza Stone and start making the perfect pizza!   
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